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International Team- supports the Faculty’s research. 

One of the key ways is through editing of a wide variety of documents 

-Grant applications and reports

-Correspondence

-Presentations 

- Abstracts

-Edit other forms of written communication – e.g. CVs, 
speeches, posters

ORS: What do we do?

But we’re also involved in other things such as 

- Financial management of grants
- Providing training materials
- Organizing events  such as JITMM



Why Edit?

• Professional

• Learn

• Chances of publication



Academic manuscript publication 
editing

ORS in-house - we edit a range of documents, but one thing we 

don’t edit is manuscripts for journals. For those we use-



FTM Policy to support editing services

1. The Faculty will support your editing request if you are a First Author or a Corresponding 
Author. 

2. Your Target journal must have an impact factor not less than 1.

3. The Office will only approve requests up to 350USD per manuscript. Any remaining cost 
must be paid by the authors. 



How to get edited by 



Step by step process

1. Get a quote from Edanz

2. Send the quote to ORS via email

Edanz will send you a quotation after one working day. Forward us the quotation 
by email. In the email also state your target journal and its impact factor. 
If approved, we will send you the coupon code with the amount of your order. 
You can now use the coupon code to complete your order. How to get approved?

3. Use the coupon or the discount code to continue your order. 

4. Download the edited manuscript from your account. How long until I get my manuscript?

5. Have it edited for the 2nd time before submitting to a journal.

Why?



To see the video on how to get a 
quotation, follow the link below:

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1ML8_F5_om3TFg
taTVvVFVLakk

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1ML8_F5_om3TFgtaTVvVFVLakk




How to get approved according to the 
FTM policy?
 FTM researcher (not a student)
 You have already checked your grammar and spelling to the best of your ability.
 The impact factor of your target journal should not be less than 1.
 Has not exceeded the budget for the manuscript.



To see the video on how to continue 
your order, follow the link below:

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1ML8_F5_om3ZF
NtNE1oOWk0N28

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1ML8_F5_om3ZFNtNE1oOWk0N28


Documents from 8,001-18,000 take 4 days.
During the order process, you can choose your turnaround time.

Edanz turn-around time

Standard 3 days

Semi express 2 days

Express 1 business day



Why 2nd edit?

The first edit is rarely enough to make everything 100% perfect, so the 2nd

edit removes any additional language errors before you submit your 
manuscript to the journal. And it’s free! 

*Make sure to take a note of the editor’s comments. 



Why 2nd edit?





How much is Edanz?

Wordcount Fee

1-500 $64

501-1500 $132

1501-3500 $263

3501-6000 $364

6001-8000 $525

8001-10000 $713

FTM DISCOUNTED EDITING FEES (25%)



Add-On Services/Publication Support:

Expert Scientific Review $300.0

Journal Selection $225.0

Reviewer Recommendation $225.0

Abstract Development $225.0

Point-by-point Manuscript Check $112.5

Cover Letter Development $37.5

Reference Editing $37.5

Table & Figure Editing $37.5

Other services?



Sample breakdown of fees for one 
manuscript

Services Fee

English Editing (1501-3500 words) $263

Cover Letter Development $37.5

Table and Figure Editing $37.5

TOTAL $338



Can I still use the free 2nd round editing of my manuscript after sending it to a 
journal?

No. It will be considered as a new order and ORS will not approve another service on 
the same manuscript. 

My manuscript was rejected because of the English after being edited by Edanz, 
what should I do?

If a manuscript is rejected on the basis of poor language, the author should contact customer 
service (global@edanzediting.com) immediately with the following:

1.   Submitted version of the manuscript
2.   Reviewer or journal editor comments
3. Any other communication, such as emails, from reviewers / journal editor relating to the 

issue

A senior member of Edanz editorial staff will assess the manuscript and decide the 
appropriate course of action. If there is an issue with the language Edanz will rectify this at no 
cost.



Not really. But it will make a strong justification that they made a mistake with 
their editing and should re-edit your manuscript for FREE.

Will 2nd round editing ensure my manuscript from being rejected because of 
language?





1. Go to the FTM-Enago portal. (Same with Edanz) 

2. Get a quotation. Wait for approval. 

3. Receive your edited manuscript. Thru email.

4. Re-edit until you are satisfied. Free edit 120 days (Copy editing) 365 
(Substantive)

Step by step process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s easier. If you have used Enago before, there were no changes in the process except the price ceiling policy which is USD 350. You can easily find the ‘Get a Quote’ button and the instructions are easy to follow from then on.
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Enago turn-around time and prices

New Price (per 
1000 words)

Economy 10 
days Standard 6 days Super Express 2 

days

Copy Editing $50 $60 $70

Substantive 
Editing

$70 $80 $90



If you have ordered Substantive Editing (the more expensive one) Enago has 
a service which is called Rejection Shield. It ensures your paper is ready for 
resubmission after facing rejection.

What if my manuscript was rejected 
by a journal after Enago edit?



Which English editing provider should 
I use?

Edanz Enago
Editing quality  

Price  

Support  Rejection Shield
Turn-around time  3 days 10 days

Both are equal but different. You will be the best judge to choose which editing 
provider you think is suitable for your manuscript.

VS



ANY QUESTIONS?



What is the first step to get edited by 
Edanz?

a. Email ORS

b. Email Edanz

c. Get a quotation

d. Fill up a request form



Can you use two coupons at one 
order?

YES NO

The system will accept one coupon code only



Why 2nd edit is important?

a. It’s free!

b. Removes any additional language error

c. 1st edit is usually not 100% perfect

d. It’s recommended 



I can use Enago’s Rejection Shield if 
my manuscript was rejected due to 
the science.

True False
Rejection shield is applicable 
only if rejected due to the 
English



What to do if your manuscript was 
rejected due to the English?

a. Email Edanz/Enago and tell them they’re not good

b. Notify the ORS

c. Ask for a refund

d. Request for another order



Thanks for listening!
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